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1. Introduction 

 

This dissertation aims to evaluate the differences between the first iteration of Bibframe and 

Bibframe 2.0, as well as assessing how the Library of Congress (LC) has mapped Bibframe 2.0 

to the corresponding MARC fields. Bibframe, short for Bibliographic Framework, is an 

initiative to ‘evolve bibliographic description standards to a linked data model’.1 This means 

creating bibliographic records from RDF (Resource Description Framework)2 triples using a 

controlled vocabulary.3 Describing resources in such a way makes it easier for computers to 

understand the data and therefore means the data becomes ‘machine-actionable’.4 

Theoretically, this should allow library catalogues to be more intuitive to the needs of users 

and more discoverable on the web. 

The LC launched Bibframe in May 2011,5 following a decade of growing concerns that MARC 

could no longer fulfil the needs of the library community in the 21st Century. The infamous 

article MARC Must Die,6 published in 2002, highlighted the many issues surrounding the 

continuing use of MARC records that were incompatible and isolated from the rest of the 

internet. In fact, earlier in that same year, the LC had already begun publishing their work 

                                                      

 

1
 Library of Congress (April 2016)   

2
 RDF Working Group (2014)  

3
 Library of Congress (2017a)  

4
 Library of Congress (2016a) Slide 22  

5
 Library of Congress (2012) p. 3  

6
 Tennant (2002a)  
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towards a framework for MARC data in an XML format.7 However, converting MARC records 

to XML was not enough to unlock all the possibilities of a modern library catalogue. The tree-

like structure of the XML model8 is still syntactic, wherein it describes the structure of 

information, but does not allow computers to discern the meaning of the data.9 For machines 

to be able to understand, interpret and use data more effectively, the data model needs to 

be semantic, focusing on providing the meaning of information as well as the raw data. 

Antoniou et al. describes a ‘layered approach to the Semantic Web’10 that begins with XML as 

a language at the bottom, before moving to RDF as a data model on the level above. This 

shows that for the library catalogue to take the next step in integrating itself into the modern 

web of data, an RDF model is needed. MARCXML is incapable of linking library resources on 

more than a superficial level, either internally or with external information databases. A new 

framework based in RDF is required to open the library catalogue to the wider web of 

resources and to take advantage of linked data. The Bibframe Initiative is aiming to be one of 

the first major attempts to provide libraries with a well-supported RDF framework and a 

specialised ontology.  

The Resource Description Framework, or RDF, is described as a ‘standard model for data 

interchange on the Web’11 and it facilitates the connection of data across the Web. RDF uses 

Universal Resource Indicators (URIs) to define individual items of data, from a web page to a 

                                                      

 

7
 Library of Congress (2016b)  

8
 W3 Consortium (2005)  

9
 Antoniou et al (2012) p. 9 

10
 Id. pp. 17-18 

11
 RDF Working Group (2014) 
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physical thing, before linking them together with a relationship that can also be described 

with a URI. This creates a web-like graph of data where each individual item, as well as the 

relationships between items, can be defined by unique URIs. Ontology is a formally defined 

language that can be used by RDF and it consist of classes and properties. In this case, 

Bibframe is the ontology used to describe bibliographic records in RDF, which allows items to 

be specifically referred to as classes and their relationships to be described as properties. A 

relationship between two items, such as an author and a book, can be described as the 

subject class of ‘Book’ with the property of ‘isWrittenBy’ and the object class of ‘Author’.  

Since the original Bibframe model was proposed, the LC has made significant changes to both 

the model and its ontology. The draft specifications for Bibframe 2.0 were announced in 

October 2015,12 and the vocabulary has been subject to constant change and frequent 

updates. The major difference between the two iterations of Bibframe is the removal of the 

core Authority and Annotation classes and the introduction of the core Item class13. This 

brings Bibframe 2.0 closer to the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) 

model of Work-Expression-Manifestation-Item (WEMI),14 with the Bibframe Work 

representing the FRBR Work and Expression, and the Bibframe Instance and Item reflecting 

the FRBR Manifestation and Item respectively.15 Another change is the introduction of the 

                                                      

 

12
 Kroeger (2016) p. 7 

13
 Library of Congress https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html  

14
 International Federation of Library Associations (2009) pp. 33-48  

15
 Kroeger (2016) p. 14 

https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html
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‘Key Concepts’: Agents, Subjects and Events.16 Finally, the vocabulary of Bibframe has been 

significantly reviewed, with more classes being added and many properties being refined or 

removed; the number of classes increased from 53 to 73, while the number of properties has 

decreased from 289 to 137.17 These changes are assessed in more detail in chapter 3 of this 

dissertation.  

With the release of the Bibframe 2.0 specification, the LC states that their aim is to ‘make 

bibliographic information more useful both within and outside the library community’.18 This 

highlights the core benefit of Bibframe and linked data in general: to facilitate the exchange 

of information between communities. The effectiveness of Bibframe 2.0 in achieving this goal 

shall be evaluated in chapter 4. The inclusion of the Event class demonstrates the willingness 

to link bibliographic records with sources outside of the library, something that has not been 

possible with MARC. However, in order for libraries and content producers to make the leap 

to Bibframe records, the mapping of legacy MARC records to the modern standard will have 

to be as lossless as possible. It remains to be seen whether the current mapping allows for an 

accurate representation of the bibliographic record without any loss of data, whilst also 

enriching the catalogue with genuine added usability. It is possible that Bibframe will not be 

the answer to introduce the library catalogue fully to the Semantic Web. It is also possible 

                                                      

 

16
 Library of Congress (April 2016)  

17
 Taken from the vocabulary lists at http://bibframe.org/vocab-list/ and 

http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html  
18

 Library of Congress (April 2016)  

http://bibframe.org/vocab-list/
http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe.html
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that Bibframe could be a transitional model that will at least show that the library community 

is finally ready to move on from a forty-year-old MARC standard that predates the internet.  

The question that this dissertation proposes to answer is this:  

How has Bibframe 2.0 changed from the first iteration of Bibframe and what 

benefits, if any, does it offer to bibliographic description over the previous model?  

To answer this question, the LC’s19 most recent conversion specifications that demonstrate 

how the MARC fields map to the corresponding Bibframe vocabulary have been assembled 

into a single spreadsheet.20 As there are no conversion specifications available for the first 

iteration of Bibframe, the old converter tool21 has been used to discover how MARC was 

mapped to the first iteration of Bibframe. This is achieved by entering MARCXML fields into 

the converter and tracking how the data is output. This information has also been added to 

the spreadsheet, allowing for MARC fields, Bibframe 1, and Bibframe 2.0 to be compared side 

by side. This, in combination with the information on the LC website and other scholarship, 

clearly demonstrates the differences from the first iteration of Bibframe and Bibframe 2.0, as 

well as showing the success of both versions in representing the original MARC records. The 

spreadsheet is included in the supplementary content of this dissertation. 

                                                      

 

19
 Library of Congress (2017b)  

20
 Supplementary spreadsheet 

21
 Bibframe http://bibframe.org/tools/transform/start  

http://bibframe.org/tools/transform/start
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Chapter 2 reviews the current literature on the Bibframe initiative, including its benefits over 

MARC, what the changes in Bibframe 2.0 will mean, and what the Bibframe model hopes to 

achieve. This chapter assesses the potential of Bibframe, the issues that recent scholarship 

has found with the previous iteration of Bibframe, and what needs to be done to answer 

these criticisms. Chapter 3 of this dissertation focuses more specifically on the changes 

between the first Bibframe model and Bibframe 2.0 and, in particular, the move from the 

Work-Instance-Agent-Annotation model to the Work-Instance-Item model. These differences 

are illustrated by comparing the mapping of MARC fields through the first iteration of 

Bibframe to Bibframe 2.0. Chapter 4 evaluates the current mapping of Bibframe 2.0 to MARC, 

a process that is still being developed by the LC, before offering recommendations on what 

still needs to be done. The extent to which Bibframe is able to represent the MARC data and 

bibliographic data in general is assessed, with the purpose of providing a clear report on the 

progress of Bibframe and its viability as the next bibliographic framework. The scope of this 

dissertation is to focus exclusively on textual records, avoiding the assessment of audio-visual 

material, in order to allow for a more detailed review of the Bibframe mapping.  
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2. Research on Bibframe: A Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the scholarship that addresses the decline of MARC and the transition to 

Bibframe. Since Bibframe 2.0 is still a relatively new development, much of the established 

literature refers to the first iteration of Bibframe. For this reason, it is important to assess the 

criticisms levelled at both the original Bibframe Work-Instance-Annotation-Item model22 and 

at previous practical implementations to see if these issues are likely to remain with Bibframe 

2.0. This review highlights areas where the previous model of Bibframe was weakest, 

allowing the later chapters to focus more specifically on key areas that needed development 

or remodelling to make Bibframe 2.0 a viable standard. The first section of this literature 

review, section 2.1, focuses on the decline of MARC, the development of RDF and linked 

data, and how Bibframe 1 and 2 were conceived. Section 2.2 evaluates the literature that 

compares the original Bibframe model to other models, specifically IFLA’s FRBR, and assesses 

how relevant these criticisms remain with the introduction of Bibframe 2.0. Finally, section 

2.3 of this chapter reviews cases where Bibframe has been practically implemented to 

discover if any of the issues were caused specifically by the first iteration of Bibframe, or if 

the problems were inherent with the theory of linked bibliographic data itself. 

2.1 The Demise of MARC 

Firstly, this section shall introduce what MARC is. MARC stands for MAchine-Readable 

Cataloguing. MARC is maintained by the LC as ‘the mechanism by which computers 

                                                      

 

22
 Kroeger (2013) p. 873 
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exchange, use, and interpret bibliographical information’.23 It forms the standardised 

template in which bibliographic records can be stored, shared and interpreted. Cataloguers 

input information describing a bibliographic resource, such as a book, into a MARC record 

that is organised by fields. Library databases use data stored in these MARC fields to display 

information such as the author, title and publisher on an online catalogue. 

Cataloguers have been predicting the demise of MARC for over a decade and, as mentioned 

in the introduction of this dissertation, Roy Tennant was a major influence in pushing for 

alternatives to MARC. Tennant published two articles in 2002: the first highlighting the 

deficiencies in MARC,24 and the second suggesting ways to move away from the standard. 

Among other things, Tennant complained that ‘relationships among related titles are 

problematic in MARC’,25 showing how current library records are isolated from other 

professions. This is demonstrated in the MARC 246 field, where the relationship of the 

‘Varying Form of Title’ can only be described as a textual note in many cases,26 meaning 

machines are unable to process the connection between the two titles. Since then, countless 

articles have discussed the future of MARC, culminating in a working group convened by the 

LC that stated MARC is ‘no longer fit for the purpose [of being a metadata carrier]’27 in 2008. 

This report by the Library of Congress Working Group highlighted that library bibliographic 

data needed to move from the ‘closed database model to the open Web-based model’, thus 

                                                      

 

23
 Library of Congress (2006)  

24
 Tennant (2002a); (2002b)  

25
 Tennant (2002a) 

26
 Library of Congress (2014)  

27
 Library of Congress Working Group (2008) p. 25  
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allowing libraries to ‘take advantage of the relationships that exist [...] on the Web’.28 The 

importance of describing relationships between both bibliographic records and other sources 

of data is reflected in modern cataloguing theory. IFLA’s study group on Functional 

Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) was set up to describe ‘a generalized view of 

the bibliographic universe, intended to be independent of any cataloguing code or 

implementation’.29 FRBR displays an entity-relationship structure30 in its model, encouraging 

links between the conceptual ‘Group 1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ entities, or bibliographic, individual and 

subject entities respectively.31 Such a model allows these entities to be recorded once and 

then assigned a universal identifier, such as with an authority record, before allowing them to 

be linked by this identifier as required. Along with this new theoretical model, the Resource 

Description and Access (RDA) Toolkit was released as a new cataloguing standard, using FRBR 

as a basis.32 RDA differed from its predecessor, AACR2 (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules), in 

a number of ways, but, noticeably, the new rules specified the need for recording 

relationships.33 These relationships include those defined by FRBR. It is unquestionable, then, 

that recording the relationships between data has become a necessary requirement for the 

future of the catalogue. The issue is that MARC records are flat, meaning that the same 

information must be entered into each record, which reduces the potential for links between 

                                                      

 

28
 Id. p. 26 

29
 Tillett (2003) p. 2 

30
 IFLA (2009) p. 9 

31
 Id. pp. 14-16 

32
 RDA Steering Committee http://rda-rsc.org/content/rda_faq#19  

33
 Croissant (2012) p. 17  

http://rda-rsc.org/content/rda_faq#19
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data to be created and described. This is highlighted by the fact that the U.S. RDA Test 

Coordinating Committee, set up by three national American libraries, concluded in 2011 that 

in order to implement RDA effectively there would need to be ‘credible progress towards a 

replacement for MARC’.34  

Developments in cataloguing theory, coming from both FRBR and RDA, suggest that 

representing relationships will be integral to the next cataloguing standard. While it is 

generally acknowledged that the future standard will be encoded in XML,35 it is also 

acknowledged that simply migrating the MARC format into XML will not resolve the issue. 

Coyle36 has suggested that moving to XML will ‘not necessarily encourage any modification of 

the fundamental content of the MARC record itself’. Essentially, the MARC design lacks any 

form of hierarchy or inheritance, which means data elements of higher levels cannot be 

‘inherited to linked levels below them’.37 As a result, machines are unable to interpret the 

data, since any links that can be made are flat and have no semantics.38 Several articles have 

been published supporting the idea that MARC is not, and never will be, suitable for 

supporting machine-actionable metadata.39 The solution is to use linked data to enable 

semantic links that are machine-readable.40 Allemnag and Hendler41 state that ‘Instead of 

                                                      

 

34
 Id. p. 20 

35
 Kroeger (2013) p. 876 

36
 Coyle 2004 p. 167 

37
 Id. p. 168; Kroeger (2013) p. 876 

38
 Alemu et al. (2012) p. 551 

39
 Coyle (2010); Coyle & Hillman (2007); Wallis (2011) 

40
 Alemu et al. (2012) p. 551 

41
 Allemnag & Hendler (2008) p. 7 
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having one webpage point to another, one data item can point to another’, and this data can 

be linked by a globally controlled and understood vocabulary. It is widely accepted that linked 

data will be realised through RDF. In fact, it is debatable whether linked data can even exist 

without RDF.42 It would appear, then, that if a replacement for MARC is to be found, it will be 

expressed in RDF.  

However, there has also been debate among some librarians as to whether MARC needs to, 

or even can, be replaced. One major example, a report compiled by Karen Calhoun for the 

LC,43 set out to interview a series of leading library professionals on the future of library 

catalogues. While Calhoun’s report did state that libraries should ‘prepare for linkages in and 

out of the catalogue’,44 as well as interoperability and the sharing of data,45 it also asserted 

that MARC would remain. Following the responses of the interviewees, ‘the consensus was 

that MARC is not going anywhere’.46 Although, it is worth noting that the senior position of 

these interviewees,47 and a life time of MARC may have meant they were less open to a 

change in cataloguing standards. The belief that MARC needs to be replaced imminently has 

been debated many times,48 and it is a reasonable concern that the sheer extent and variety 

of legacy MARC records will require a great deal of effort to be converted. While MARC in its 

                                                      

 

42
 Cyganiak (2009) 

43
 Calhoun (2006) 

44
 Id. p. 17 

45
 Ibid. 

46
 Id. p. 32 

47
 Id. pp. 29-30 

48
 Coyle (2010); Coyle & Hillmann (2007); Dunsire (2008, 2009, 2012); Dunsire and Willer (2011); Marcum 

(2011); Styles (2009); Styles et al. (2008); Wallis (2011) 
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current form is clearly not performing to the required standard to make the most of our 

bibliographic data, it remains to be seen if an RDF replacement, such as Bibframe, will bring 

enough benefits to outweigh the cost of migrating literally billions of records49 from MARC. It 

is not within the scope of this dissertation to suggest when MARC should be replaced, but 

over the next two sections the Bibframe model and its practical application is reviewed with 

the aim of assessing its viability as the descendant of MARC. 

2.2 Bibframe as the New Standard 

The Bibliographic Framework Initiative has gained support for a number of reasons, but 

mainly because it has been championed by the LC, just as MARC was 40 years ago. Bibframe 

contains 53 classes and 289 properties, used to describe bibliographic records in RDF. The 

Bibframe model was conceived in light of both FRBR and RDA,50 and, while there are some 

differences, the entity-relationship model of FRBR is still compatible with Bibframe.51 As 

mentioned in the Introduction, the main difference between the conceptual FRBR model and 

Bibframe is that Bibframe has taken a ‘reductionist’52 approach, leading to a contraction of 

the four FRBR entities. In Bibframe, the FRBR entities of ‘Work’, ‘Expression’, ‘Manifestation’ 

and ‘Item’ have been reduced to ‘Work’ and ‘Instance’, while new entities of ‘Authority’ and 

‘Annotation’ have been added.53 This model is visualised in Fig. 1, with ‘Work’ and ‘Instance’ 

featured in the centre and ‘Creator’, ‘Subject’ and ‘Publisher’ demonstrating examples of 

                                                      

 

49
 Marcum (2011) 

50
 Library of Congress (2012) p. 37  

51
 Id. p. 36; Sprochi (2016) p. 133 

52
 Library of Congress (2012) p. 15 

53
 Library of Congress (2012) p. 8 
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‘Authority’ around the outside. The consensus is that the Bibframe ‘Work’ roughly 

corresponds to the FRBR entities ‘Work’ and ‘Expression’, while ‘Instance’ relates to the FRBR 

‘Manifestation’.54 However, there is some debate as to where the FRBR notion of ‘Item’ is 

represented in the Bibframe model. Sprochi55 would link ‘Item’ to the Bibframe ‘Instance’, 

Baker et al.56 would not link ‘Item’ to any Bibframe class, and Kroeger57 chooses to display 

‘Item’ as referring to either ‘Instance’ or ‘Annotation’. It would appear from sample Bibframe 

records that copy-specific information, such as shelf mark and general notes, are part of the 

‘Annotation’ class.58 Ballegooie & Borie59 suggest that ‘Item’ is attached to the Bibframe 

‘Instance’ by ‘Annotation’, describing the Bibframe model as a simplified and less hierarchical 

interpretation of FRBR, and this explanation seems the most plausible. 

                                                      

 

54
 Sprochi (2016) p. 133; Baker, Coyle & Petiya (2014) p. 572; Kroeger (2014) p. 12 

55
 Sprochi (2016) p. 133 

56
 Baker, Coyle & Petiya (2014) pp. 572-3 

57
 Kroeger (2014) p. 12 

58
 Bibframe (2013)  

59
 Ballegooie & Borie 2014 p. 82 
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The implications of this difference are hard to discern, however. Ballegooie & Borie60 

speculate that the simplification will be beneficial to serials cataloguers, as the FRBR 

hierarchy ‘does not currently address all the needs of serial publications’. Beyond this, there 

is not much in the way of an evaluative comparison between the two models. According to 

Baker et al.,61 criticisms have been raised against Bibframe for not using the WEMI model, 

although they have not cited these criticisms. Kroeger62 did explain that the ‘handling of 

item-level information always felt woefully inadequate, like it was tacked on as an 

afterthought’. The relegation of ‘Item’ to a constituent of ‘Annotation’ is an obvious 

complaint given that libraries are still dealing with individual physical items rather than just 

theoretical ‘Instances’ of a conceptual ‘Work’. Equally, the FRBR WEMI model was criticised 
                                                      

 

60
 Ibid. 

61
 Baker, Coyle & Petiya (2014) pp. 573 

62
 Kroeger (July 2017)  

Fig. 1. The Bibframe 1 model. Library of Congress (2012) p. 8. 
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for having too many classes. Edmunds63 believes that the FRBR entity ‘Expression’ ‘was 

difficult to grasp and entirely useless in its application to bibliographic description’. This idea 

is supported by Styles,64 arguing that such abstractions as ‘Expression’ and ‘Manifestation’ 

are not in everyday use by publishers, cataloguers and library users. Wallis65 also finds 

attractiveness in the simplified model as this allows ‘non-domain experts to understand, 

reference and link to their rich resources’. Still, it would seem that in attempting to simplify 

the unnecessarily obtuse FRBR model, the first iteration of Bibframe removed one too many 

entities. The simple notion of the Bibframe ‘Work’ representing the abstract idea, and the 

‘Instance’ representing the material item,66 was unsatisfactory for expressing copy-level 

library holdings data. 

However, Bibframe 2.0 introduced a new vocabulary and a revised model, shown in Fig. 2. 

The number of classes changed to 73, while the number of properties decreased to 137.The 

new model included ‘Item’ as a main class, resolving the under-represented copy-level issue 

mentioned above, while also relegating ‘Annotation’ to its constituent properties (such as 

‘tableOfContents’) and eliminating ‘Authority’ altogether.67 This latter change brings the 

treatment of ‘Agents’ and ‘Subjects’ more in line with other metadata standards, such as 

Encoded Archival Description, and this will facilitate better interoperability.68 One of the 

                                                      

 

63
 Edmunds (2017) p. 1 

64
 Styles (2009) 

65
 Wallis (2011) 

66
 Library of Congress (2012) p. 10 

67
 Library of Congress https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html  

68
 Kroeger (July 2017) 

https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html
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benefits of encoding in RDF is that bibliographic records can be linked with non-library 

metadata and vice versa, meaning similarities between standards are generally to be 

encouraged.69 Another change in the Bibframe 2.0 model is the introduction of the ‘Event’ 

class as a key concept.70 This allows videos, musical performances and conferences, among 

other things, to be linked to a specific event identified with a unique URI.71 This benefits 

audio-visual metadata and provides a way to link bibliographic data to information outside of 

the library silo. Overall, the major criticism that plagued the first iteration of Bibframe has 

been answered with the introduction of the ‘Item’ class. Meanwhile, other concerns that 

Bibframe strayed too far from the FRBR WEMI model may actually be more of a reflection on 

the latter model’s over-complexity and overly narrow focus on textual materials above audio-

visual data.72 While Bibframe may have chosen not to follow FRBR directly, it has brought 

library data closer to other metadata standards, allowing for compatibility and shared links 

across professions – an ideal that Tennant called for in 2002.73  

  

                                                      

 

69
 Kroeger (2013) p. 885 

70
 Library of Congress https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html 

71
 Library of Congress (March 2017c)  

72
 The word ‘text’ is mentioned 30 times in IFLA’s (2009) Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, but 

‘audio’ is mentioned only 7 times. 
73

 Tennant (2002a) 

https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-whatsnew.html
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2.3 Bibframe in Practice 

As Edmunds74 states in an otherwise scathing review of Bibframe, while the model itself may 

be perfectly functional, its success depends entirely on its practicalities and adoption rate. 

This assessment also mentioned that the support given by the LC should provide Bibframe 

with an advantage. However, libraries and library system vendors will need to see concrete 

evidence of the practical applications of Bibframe before it can be widely adopted as a new 

standard. Since the conception of Bibframe 1, a number of institutions have published 

findings from pilot projects, but the results are often preliminary due to low funding and 

                                                      

 

74
 Edmunds (2017) p. 7 

Fig. 2. The Bibframe 2.0 model. Library of Congress (April 2016). 
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commitment at such an early stage. Edmunds75 summarises a number of projects that were 

unsuccessful or inconclusive in attempting to adopt Bibframe in the early stages, with 

BIBFLOW in particular standing out. BIBFLOW76 was a two-year project working with 

Zepheira, the software company that helped create Bibframe,77 to ‘investigat[e] the future of 

library technical services’. A report is yet to be published, although their initial findings78 

demonstrated the difficulty of implementing Bibframe into a library system serviced by ‘over 

30’ software applications. With that in mind, it is important to understand that many pilot 

studies are conducted in isolated conditions, eliminating a great deal of complexity that a 

total conversion to Bibframe would require. Even the National Library of France (BnF),79 using 

its own linked open data model, was only able to create such an expansive database because 

of previously established ARK (Archival Resource Key) links80 while still creating and 

maintaining bibliographic data using UNIMARC.81 

Despite this, it is still worth reviewing practical tests conducted with Bibframe to assess its 

strengths and weaknesses of representing data. The University of Washington compared 

RDA/RDF to Bibframe and found that, while RDA/RDF was stronger in some areas such as 

notes and series, Bibframe handled identifiers, URI’s, transcription and subject headings 

                                                      

 

75
 Id. pp. 4-5 

76
 BIBFLOW (2016a)  

77
 Zepheira https://zepheira.com/  

78
 BIBFLOW (2016b)  

79
 Bibliothèque nationale de France http://catalogue.bnf.fr/index.do  

80
 Illien (2013) p. 26  

81
 Edmunds (2017) p. 6 

https://zepheira.com/
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/index.do
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better.82 Arguably, URI’s and identifiers can be seen as an integral part of linked data, as they 

link the bibliographic data together. Tharani83 assessed the feasibility of harvesting and 

sharing bibliographic metadata with Bibframe, using The Harvard Collection of Israeli 

Literature as a sample, and found a great deal of success. The case study reports that 

‘seemingly disparate library systems and data were integrated to provide a unified and 

[accessible] thematic research collection’.84 Furthermore, Tharani believes that Bibframe can 

‘accommodate cultural and indigenous resources’,85 as well as allowing users to uncover 

credible data on the web more easily.86 Shieh87 describes how George Washington University 

Library was able to test the vocabulary and data modelling of Bibframe. The report was 

cautiously optimistic of the model and vocabulary, stating that it ‘appeared to have passed 

and validated the original goal’,88 while also expressing that more work was needed if 

Bibframe hoped to replace MARC entirely.89 University College London began the Linked 

Open Bibliographic Data Project as and educational resource, finding that the ‘binary choice’ 

between ‘Work’ and ‘Instance’ was pragmatic, while also noticing that the use of RDA 

principles meant cataloguers would often have to use their judgement.90 Drummond 

compared Bibframe with two other data models, FRBR-aligned Bibliographic Ontology 
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(FaBiO) and The Europeana Data Model (EDM), finding that Bibframe benefitted from a 

‘cataloguing focus’.91 This reflects the benefit of having the LC design the data model. 

However, Drummond also found that the structure of Bibframe meant it could be confusing 

to use,92 reflecting the need for improvements in the vocabulary. The University of Illinois 

transformed a major collection of 300,000 e-books to Bibframe records to try to create a new 

discovery system.93 The results were mixed, with financial and technical limitations meaning 

that they were unable to create ‘Work’ - ‘Work’ or ‘Instance’ - ‘Instance’ relationships and 

occasionally transformations were hampered by overloaded APIs.94 These issues highlight 

how much work it will take to not only implement Bibframe fully, but also just to convert 

billions of MARC records into the Bibframe standard. On the other hand, Jin et al. did find 

Bibframe to be a ‘profound step for the library community’,95 suggesting that Bibframe would 

vastly improve discovery for users. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Overall, many case studies were unable to be implemented on a scale that truly 

demonstrated how Bibframe could work between institutions. The initial signs seem 

promising, but it may take years for Bibframe 2.0 to be tested fully. While there did not seem 

to be much issue translating the first Bibframe model into practice, it is clear that moving 

away from MARC will be a massive undertaking. Much bigger studies will need to be 
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conducted on Bibframe 2.0 in order to test its practicality fully. In addition, these studies 

began by transforming MARC data in some way, so it is worth assessing how effectively 

Bibframe and Bibframe 2.0 are able to do this. Chapter 3 assesses whether concerns over the 

simplistic Bibframe model have been addressed. This chapter aims to compare how the LC 

has mapped first iteration of Bibframe and Bibframe 2.0 to MARC and to discern how the 

new model will influence this transformation. 
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3. Comparing MARC Transformations: Bibframe 1 to Bibframe 

2.0 

 

This chapter compares how MARC records have been converted to the first iteration of 

Bibframe, with the conversion specifications for Bibframe 2.0.96 The aim is to view the 

differences between the two Bibframe models and assess how they are able to represent the 

MARC data. The spreadsheet provided as supplementary content is used to show how the 

vocabulary differs between Bibframe 1 and Bibframe 2.0. This provides a clear point of 

reference when addressing how key aspects of bibliographic data, such as names and titles, 

are handled by these two models. First, section 3.1 of this chapter introduces the 

spreadsheet and explains how it was compiled and the decisions taken in creating it. Next, 

section 3.2 compares the major structural difference between the two vocabularies: 

specifically, how ‘types’ are represented and the use of classes and properties. This explains 

the noticeable change in classes and properties described in the Introduction. Then, the 

treatment of Authorities and contributors is evaluated in section 3.3. This reflects how the 

removal of the ‘Authority’ core class, described in section 2.2, has affected the Bibframe 2.0 

vocabulary. The following section, section 3.4, highlights the treatment of titles, including 

how the cover page is represented, how multiple titles are handled and how both models are 

able to cope with changing titles in a series. Finally, section 3.5 of this chapter addresses how 
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notes are used following the elimination of the Annotation class and the introduction of the 

Item class described in section 2.2. 

3.1 Methodology 

The spreadsheet that has been compiled as supplementary contents has been created from 

scratch, using the data provided in the LC conversion specifications and information taken 

from the Bibframe 1 transformation tool. It shows every MARC field and subfield relevant to 

bibliographic data, alongside the Bibframe 1 and Bibframe 2.0 classes and properties used to 

represent this data. The final two columns also provide any comments made by the LC in the 

conversion specification for Bibframe 2.0, as well as any issues found in reviewing these 

specifications for this dissertation. The first page of the spreadsheet can be found in the 

Appendix to demonstrate the structure. The spreadsheet provides visual feedback on the 

progress made in converting the MARC fields. The cells filled in red show where the LC have 

made ‘no attempt to convert’ (nac) the MARC fields into the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary, 

suggesting that they will be reviewed at a later date.97 The red cells also highlight mistakes 

and areas that require revisiting in the Bibframe 2.0 conversion specifications. These issues 

will be addressed in chapter 3. The cells filled in green show MARC fields that the LC has 

chosen to ignore when converting records to Bibframe 2.0, meaning they are seen as 

unnecessary.  
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The first four columns, columns A – D of the spreadsheet, contain the MARC data, including 

the first and second indicators, and the subfield. MARC fields 006 and 008 have a fixed 

number of characters rather than subfields and this has been represented in column A. The 

next three columns, columns E – G, contain the Bibframe 1 vocabulary, with the classes and 

properties placed in the same row as the MARC field that they represent. This is not the full 

extent of the vocabulary as a detailed conversion specification is not available, but it provides 

enough information in key fields to highlight the differences between the two models. 

Column E describes whether the properties and classes from columns F and G are used on a 

Work, Instance, Annotation, or Authority level. Columns F and G show the Bibframe 1 

property and the relevant class in its range, respectively. The data within these three columns 

was created using the Bibframe 1 transformation service.98 MARCXML data was input 

manually, before the Bibframe 1 output was reviewed and entered into the spreadsheet. 

Columns H – K show the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary and comments. This data was aggregated 

from the conversion specifications provided by the LC.99 Again, column H shows the 

conceptual level being described (Work, Instance or Item), while Columns I and J display the 

property and related class respectively. Column K contains the comments provided by the LC 

to help aid conversion, as well as the expected value or rdfs:label. Occasionally, exposition 

has been added to improve clarity, but the information within these columns remains 

unchanged. The final column, column L, is used to highlight issues in the Bibframe 2.0 
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specification and to draw attention to some areas that should be revisited and why. These 

instructions have been summarised in the Appendix. 

3.2 The Representation of Type in Property and Class 

The most notable difference between the vocabularies of the first iteration of Bibframe and 

Bibframe 2.0 is how ‘types’ are indicated. In the Bibframe context, ‘type’ refers to different 

kinds of a certain resource, such as the different ‘types’ of ‘Identifier’.100 Types of identifiers 

are represented as properties in the first iteration of Bibframe, including ‘isbn10’, 

‘legalDeposit’ and ‘fingerprint’.101 This means that, when describing an Instance of a 

bibliographic record, the Instance would have the property ‘isbn10’ with the value of either a 

literal string or, preferably, a URI. This method means that it was the relationship between 

the subject and the object that represented ‘type’. However, in Bibframe 2.0, the LC changed 

its approach to RDF conventions. ‘Type’ is now represented by different classes rather than 

by different properties as it was previously.102 Using the example of ‘Identifier’, there is now 

one identifier property, ‘identifiedBy’, while there are multiple classes for the different 

identifier types, such as ‘Isbn’, ‘CopyrightNumber’ and ‘Fingerprint’.103 As a result, instead of 

the ‘type’ being represented by the relationship between two resources, it is represented by 

the resource itself. This means that the URI or value of an ISBN is understood as an ‘Isbn’ that 
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‘identifies’ an ‘Instance’, rather than being an unknown ‘Identifier’ URI or value with a 

relationship that describes it as an ‘isbn’.  

The benefit of representing different types of a resource as a class is that it allows for greater 

interoperability. Firstly, specific classes can be more easily linked to by other communities 

outside of the Bibframe context. The class of ‘Isbn’ reflects the identifier source, meaning 

that this source will be known by external ontologies if they want to use ‘Isbn’ as an 

identifier.104 In comparison, the first iteration of Bibframe would record ISBN as simply an 

‘Identifier’, meaning the source would only be known in a Bibframe context. Furthermore, if 

an external namespace created a new type of identifier, it will resist degradation better if this 

external identifier can be received as a class. For example, if the external namespace (ex:) 

introduces a property for the new identifier, the resource will have the property 

‘ex:newProperty’ with the object ‘Identifer’. If this namespace fails, the relationship between 

the resource and the ‘Identifier’ will be unknown and the statement will be meaningless. 

Whereas, if the resource has the property ‘identifiedBy’ and the object is the external class 

‘ex:NewClass’, then it is at least clear how the content of ‘ex:NewClass’ is related to the 

resource, even if the class itself is not understood.105 In both cases, these improvements 

mean that Bibframe 2.0 is more flexible and can be more easily integrated outside of the 

library community. Reducing the number of properties simplifies Bibframe and makes it 
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easier to understand and more attractive for external members of the linked data community 

to engage with.106  

However, with simplicity comes a loss of specificity. By reducing the number of properties 

and simplifying them, Bibframe 2.0 is no longer able to specify the ‘Domain’ or ‘Range’ of its 

properties. Range and Domain constraints are used for ‘future-proofing’107 as they clearly 

define how certain properties should be used, allowing for a more consistent use of the 

vocabulary. Originally, Bibframe 1 was able to define the Domain of many of its identifiers to 

one of the core classes, usually ‘Instance’, with the Range of ‘Identifier’. This meant that the 

property ‘isbn10’ could only be used to relate the object of ‘Identifier’ to the subject of an 

‘Instance’. The rigidity of these constraints can cause unexpected issues, as shown when 

Drummond108 was prevented from applying the property of ‘editionStatement’ to two 

distinct Works by its ‘Domain’ of ‘Instance’. However, these issues can be resolved by 

improving the vocabulary, albeit at the expense of adding complexity. The LC’s response to 

losing this ability to define a property’s role formally is to record ‘expected values’ in 

documentation, thus providing informal guidance for the cataloguer.109 Ironically, the LC 

states that these rules ‘should be well-document’,110 and this typo demonstrates the risk of 

relying on informal constraints rather than incorporating them into the vocabulary. Within 
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the Bibframe 2.0 conversion specifications, there are already a few instances of human error, 

such as a mix up between ‘rdf:value’ and rdfs:label’111 and at least two incorrect URIs.112 

Future revisions to the conversion specifications will definitely be needed if the LC hopes to 

keep the vocabulary use consistent among external library cataloguers. 

3.3 Authorities and Relationships 

The comparison between the first iteration of Bibframe and Bibframe 2.0 has highlighted the 

change in the way that authority is handled. A minor change is the removal of the property 

‘authorizedAccessPoint’,113 as this was rendered superfluous when a URI or label is used.114 

The major change has been in displaying contributor relationships. There were two 

properties used to describe agent contributions in Bibframe 1: ‘creator’ and ‘contributor’.115 

These would link from the Work or Instance to an Authority, which represented the agent. If 

the role of the agent could be more specified further, the property ‘relator’ was used to 

define the role. If a URI for the role was available, the prefix of ‘relators:’ allowed the role to 

be defined by the relator namespace, before linking it to the relevant Authority. Otherwise, 

the property ‘relator’ linked the Work to the class ‘Relator’ and defined this class with the 

property ‘relatorRole’ and literal string. The relator was then linked to an Authority.116 This 

method involved three different ways of linking Works to agents117 and this could lead to 
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inconsistencies between records. This idea is supported by Drummond,118 who felt that ‘the 

variety of methods to express the same information could lead to some inconsistency in the 

data set’. Similarly, using a URI to define the role could create issues in the future if these 

URIs or roles are to be redefined, as this will cause the relationship between the Work and 

the Authority to be unknown and meaningless.  

In Bibframe 2.0, there is just one property describing the relationship between the resource 

and an agent: ‘contribution’.119 This property links the Work, Instance or Item to the class 

‘Contribution’, which is then described by the properties ‘agent’ and ‘role’. The property 

‘agent’ links ‘Contribution’ to the agent, which can be assigned a URI or an rdfs:label, while 

the property ‘role’ links ‘Contribution’ to a URI or rdfs:label that describes the role of the 

agent. This change represents a departure from the ‘main entry’ and ‘added entry’120 fields in 

MARC and moves away from RDA, which specifies the ‘Creator’ as being associated with the 

FRBR Work and the ‘Contributor’ as being associated with the FRBR Expression.121 The 

change means Bibframe 2.0 can simplify how contributors are treated, allowing them to be 

linked at the necessary conceptual level without needing to consider whether an editor is 

deemed a ‘creator’ or a ‘contributor’. The ‘Work’ will simply have a ‘contribution’ from a 

‘Person’, with the ‘role’ of ‘rdfs:label “Editor”’. This is easier for the cataloguer to understand 

and will improve consistency across bibliographic records. 
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3.4 Representing the Title 

Drummond has already criticised how Bibframe 1 represented title data, finding that it was 

unclear whether the properties ‘instanceTitle’ and ‘workTitle’ should both be used in cases 

where the Instance and Work titles are identical.122 Furthermore, Drummond found two 

properties with the name of ‘title’, where one property seemed capable of fulfilling the 

role.123 Since Drummond’s dissertation was published, the Bibframe 1 vocabulary had 

updated the names of these two properties to ‘title’ and ‘titleValue’,124 but their definitions 

were still unclear. This problem of over-complexity has already been shown in the previous 

two sections, but it demonstrates the importance of good documentation, especially if the LC 

hopes to move away from specifying the Range and Domain of its properties.125 The Bibframe 

2.0 vocabulary has once more condensed the number of title properties and converted 

‘types’ of title, such as variant titles, from property to class. There is now a single ‘title’ 

property defined which links either the Work or the Instance to the class ‘Title’. This ‘Title’ 

class has several subclasses, such as ‘VariantTitle’, as well a number of properties that 

describe its parts, such as ‘subtitle’.126 The benefit of this change is that Work and Instance 

titles can now be more consistently described as the same process is used for both. However, 

as has been mentioned previously, this approach means that the Domain and Range of ‘title’ 

cannot be specified and shows the LC is relying on informative instructions to help external 
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cataloguers. Again, this is troublesome, as the subtitle property is spelled ‘subtitle’127 in the 

vocabulary, but ‘subTitle’ in the Title Notes.128  

Another issue that Drummond found when creating Bibframe 1 records was that there were 

no properties for describing the ‘format and content of the book’.129 This refers to the MARC 

245 $c field, or the statement of responsibility, which transcribes the information after the 

title and subtitle on the title page of a book. The Bibframe 1 vocabulary does now support 

this information, using the property ‘label’ to include the contents of the 245 field as a text 

string under the Authority class.130 The conversion of this information into a textual string is 

not an effective way of utilizing the data, regardless of whether this property was added 

before or after the observation made by Drummond. For the information contained within 

the 245 $c field to be actionable, Bibframe 1 relies on the data being displayed elsewhere, 

such as in an added entry or a bibliographical note. However, this is often where the 

relationship between contributors and the resource are identified131 and, without recording 

this semantically, these links will be wasted. Bibframe 2.0 does provide a specific 

‘responsibilityStatement’ property, linking the Instance to the isolated literal string of the 245 

$c field, but this again does not allow the data to be used fully. Unfortunately, resolving this 
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issue may not be possible using batch conversions, since the difficulty of turning text strings 

into actionable data is one of the reasons MARC is being left behind in the first place. While 

Bibframe 2.0 shows little improvement in the criticism levied by Drummond,132 it is still no 

worse at displaying title page information than MARC was and the data itself will remain 

intact, even if it is not machine-readable.  

3.5 The Treatment of Notes in Annotation and Item Classes 

The removal of the Annotation class and the introduction of the Item class is widely regarded 

to be the biggest improvement in Bibframe 2.0. Kroeger,133 Sanderson134 and McGrath135 all 

describe the Bibframe 1 use of Annotation as indirect and convoluted. To describe copy-

specific data, such as the shelf mark, the class of ‘HeldItem’ is used, which is a subclass of 

‘HeldMaterial’, and this is a subclass of Annotation.136 The class ‘HeldItem’ can then have the 

property of ‘shelfMarkLcc’.137 The criticisms levied against this method warn that there are 

too many links between the Instance and the ‘HeldItem’ description, as a result of the 

subclasses, yet in practice this may not be the case. The output from the Bibframe 1 

converter tool displays the class ‘HeldItem’ with its own URI, with the property of 

‘holdingFor’ linking it directly to the Instance. The super-classes of ‘HeldItem’ are not shown, 

suggesting that the impact of these links would be mostly superficial. Fig. 1 below shows how 
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the Bibframe 1 transformation tool138 and the Bibframe 2.0 comparison tool139 output the 

shelf mark of the same bibliographic record. Other than refinements to the vocabulary and 

the fact that Bibframe 2.0 has added a source and a class for ‘ShelfMarkLcc’, the structure 

remains largely the same. This demonstrates that the Bibframe 1 class of ‘HeldItem’ may not 

have been as big a problem as originally thought. However, it also highlights the importance 

of clarity and simplicity in vocabulary structure, since creating such widespread criticism will 

seriously impact whether Bibframe can be successfully implemented in future. 

For other aspects of the Bibframe 1 Annotation class, such as general notes and summaries, 

the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary has separated them completely from copy-specific information. 

The spreadsheet compiled in the appendix found only twelve occurrences of the Annotation 

class,140 while the vocabulary for Bibframe 1 lists thirty-six properties with the Domain of 
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Annotation or any of its subclasses (such as ‘CoverArt’, ‘HeldMaterial’, ‘Review’, ‘Summary’ 

and ‘Annotates’).141 When the total number of properties is considered, this means that 

Annotation properties make up roughly 12% of the vocabulary. Meanwhile for Bibframe 2.0, 

thirteen specific uses of the Item class were found, despite the much more complete set of 

specifications.142 In the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary, only eight properties are specifically linked 

to the Item class, which equals just fewer than 6% of the total properties.143 The reason for 

this decrease in properties is caused by reducing the Item class to only copy-specific 

information while general information, such as the summary, is linked to either the Work or 

Instance.144 The benefit of this is that the structure is clearer, since now notes can be linked 

directly to the level of resource they are describing, rather than notes of different levels of 

specificity being attached to different Annotations. The removal of the Annotation class 

simplifies Bibframe 2.0 by taking away an unnecessary layer of abstraction. The elevation of 

Item to a core class does not have many practical implications, but rather it reflects the 

importance of the physical bibliographical item to the library community on a conceptual 

level.  

3.6 Conclusion 

Overall, Bibframe 2.0 has been consistently simplified and refined from the first iteration of 

Bibframe. The change of the representation of ‘type’ from property to class, described in 
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section 3.2, allows for greater interoperability with external ontologies. By reducing the 

number of properties and limiting their restrictions, Bibframe 2.0 has become more flexible 

while making its vocabulary and easier to implement. Bibframe 1 often provided multiple 

ways to express the same information, such as with title fields and Authorities, while 

Bibframe 2.0 has refined these descriptions and reduced the possibilities for inconsistency. 

However, the downside of increasing the flexibility of Bibframe is that the use of vocabulary 

can often be unclear. Bibframe 2.0 has chosen not to use ‘Domain’ or ‘Range’ to specify the 

use of its properties, choosing instead to rely on clear instruction and documentation to 

guide cataloguers in appropriate use. The Bibframe primer document145 states that the LC 

hopes the Bibframe model will open library resources up to the Web to allow information 

users access to good quality data. If this is the case, it is imperative that the data entered into 

these records is consistent and accurate, because something as simple as attributing a 

variant title to a Work could spread misinformation across the Web. It is therefore vital that 

the LC provides clear instructions for implementing the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary if it is to be 

successful. The progress of these instructions is evaluated in chapter 4. 
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4. The Current Status of the Bibframe 2.0 Conversion 

Specifications 

 

This chapter reviews the current state of the LC’s conversion specifications. The aim is to 

assess how well the conversion specifications provided by the LC146 are able to convert MARC 

data into Bibframe 2.0 records. The spreadsheet provided as supplementary content 

combines all the relevant information from these conversion specifications, previously 

contained in 21 separate documents, and presents the data alongside the relevant MARC 

fields. It should be understood that these specifications are still under development, with the 

most recent updates posted in late July 2017,147 and so this has been taken into 

consideration when evaluating the progress. However, these specifications are being used in 

the Bibframe 2.0 pilot,148 so therefore they should be considered worthy of careful scrutiny if 

they are already being used in practical application. Section 4.1 of this chapter reviews the 

issues found within these documents, focusing on any mistakes or areas that have been 

poorly explained. The implications of these mistakes are considered and improvements are 

suggested. Next, section 4.2 evaluates the conversion itself, assessing how well MARC data is 

preserved in the transition to Bibframe 2.0. This looks at any areas where data is lost and 

considers potential alternatives. Section 4.3 looks at a number of occasions where the 

conversion specifications refer to non-existent external documentation. On these occasions, 
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the communication of the Bibframe 2.0 mapping breaks down completely, often making it 

impossible to follow. This section looks at the LC’s approach to retaining, updating and 

disseminating documentation. If Bibframe 2.0 is to be successful, it needs to be implemented 

by institutions using the instructions provided by the LC, and so it is important to assess the 

provision of this information. Finally, Section 4.4 evaluates areas that the LC has made ‘no 

effort to convert’149 MARC fields, both in terms of the validity of these judgements and how 

these judgements influence potential implementers of Bibframe 2.0. This section considers 

whether the LC has been too introspective with its conversion specifications and whether this 

will prevent other institutions from implementing Bibframe 2.0.  

4.1 Consistency within the Conversion Specifications 

The MARC to Bibframe conversion specifications provided by the LC contains a huge amount 

of data. The 21 documents detailing every MARC field and its relevant Bibframe conversion 

has taken up 1,830 rows after being aggregated in the supplementary spreadsheet. Naturally, 

the risk of providing so much manually created data is that human error can lead to mistakes. 

As has been mentioned in section 3.2 of this dissertation, the LC intends to instruct external 

cataloguers through the use of good documentation.150 The current conversion specifications 

show that, so far, this approach does not seem realistic. Firstly, there are several occasions 

where incorrect information has been displayed. There are two cases in the conversion of the 

MARC 008 field where the wrong URI has been provided, with one using the wrong URI and 
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the other containing a typo.151 The latter case is easily noticeable, since the URI does not 

work, meaning that the record would just contain a dead link with the correct label. This 

could be resolved by simply adding the correct URI once the problem has been discovered. 

However, the former error provides URI for ‘abstract’152 in place of the URI for ‘dictionary’.153 

Therefore, the link provided is valid and, consequently, information users could be given 

incorrect search results or they could be pointed in the wrong direction. Furthermore, there 

were two occasion in the MARC 086 field where ‘rdf:value’154 and ‘rdfs:label’155 were used 

incorrectly. The RDF conventions supplied by the LC do not specify how to use ‘rdf:value’ and 

‘rdfs:label’,156 but generally the former is used for numerical values and the latter is used for 

text strings.157 Mistakes like this can lead to inconsistency in the bibliographic records and 

will create problems in the future. Without the ability to define all values as numbers, or all 

086 $a fields as an ‘rdf:value’,158 the power to manipulate the data in future is diminished. 

However, both these errors came from documents that are yet to undergo the first round of 

revisions.159 This means that the LC still has time to fix these errors, although it remains to be 

seen if they will. 
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Another issue that has been found with the conversion specifications is that the LC often 

struggles to provide enough detail when describing the conversions. The worst example of 

this is for the MARC 600 – 630 fields.160 Here, the specification points to a document that 

describes the treatment of all added entry fields, which includes those from the MARC 100, 

110, 700 and 800 fields.161 However, while the document entitle ‘Process notes’ describes in 

detail some examples of added names and uniform titles, there is no reference to the MARC 

6XX fields or subject added entries other than in a brief description of relationships. It is 

unclear whether the subject added entry for agents attaches to the Work or Instance and, 

while it is assumed it attaches to the Work like the MARC 650 field,162 this creates the 

potential for inconsistent cataloguing. Furthermore, the class of ‘Subject’ is not part of the 

Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary,163 meaning it is very difficult to interpret how the property ‘subject’ 

is used and what its value should be. Clearly, this poor standard of documentation is more 

than just the result of a lack of revision. Subject is one of the ‘key concepts’ in the Bibframe 

2.0 model,164 yet the class has been overlooked from the vocabulary and MARC 600 – 630 

fields have not been given individual attention. The cause of this is likely due to the overly 

introspective approach taken by the LC, a theme that is discussed again in section 4.4. The LC 

has not made this documentation suitable for external use and this is evident by the level of 

prior knowledge required to convert even a key concept of Bibframe 2.0.   
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4.2 Preservation of MARC Data 

Outside of the errors mentioned in section 4.1, the language of the MARC to Bibframe 

conversion is generally quite simple. The properties are often broad since, as described in 

section 3.2, type is now represented by class.165 The benefit of this is that properties are 

clearly defined, since they describe simple concepts such as ‘agent’, ‘title’ and ‘identifiedBy’, 

meaning there is little overlap between them. This should reduce inconsistency as, even with 

little explanation, it is often obvious which property to use when describing a resource based 

on its name alone. Class, too, is often well defined, reflecting either the property name or the 

name of the MARC field in many cases. An example of this is seen in the title fields, where 

‘CollectiveTitle’ is used for the MARC collective uniform title field,166 ‘VariantTitle’ is used for 

the varying title field,167 and ‘AbbreviatedTitle’ is for the abbreviated title field.168 However, 

while the simplicity allows for more consistent cataloguing, it does mean that some of the 

specifics of MARC data will be lost. Examples of this loss of data can be seen early on in the 

conversion specifications. In the MARC 008 field, ‘questionable dates’169 and ‘probable 

dates’170 are recorded in the same way as confirmed dates, with the property of 

‘provisionActivity’ and the class of ‘Publication’. This means that, after the conversion, it will 

be impossible to ascertain whether the dates taken from the 008 field are firm, questionable, 

or probable. Similarly, many MARC fields have been ignored or generalised to reduce the 
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vocabulary needed to describe the records. There are 243 cells marked as ‘To be ignored’ in 

the conversion specification,171 which does not take into account occasions where MARC 

subfields have been contracted, and this demonstrates a substantial loss of data. 

Furthermore, certain MARC fields have been incorporated generally, meaning the 

information is retained without necessarily maintaining the context. An example of this can 

be seen in the MARC 547 field, where the former title complexity note is recorded simply 

with the property ‘note’ and the class ‘Note’.172 The same is true for the ‘information about 

documentation note’ in the MARC 556 field173 and the ‘linking entry complexity note’ in the 

MARC 580 field.174 In all three cases, these notes are attached directly to the Work or 

Instance, meaning that the relationship between the note contents and the resource can be 

specified no further than ‘note’. Once again, specificity has been sacrificed in place of 

simplicity. 

4.3 The Structure of the Specification  

This section focuses on how the LC has chosen to disseminate its conversion specifications 

and the issues that have been caused by this method. Specifically, the use of several 

individually published documents that often seem to be updated in isolation. As mentioned in 

section 4.1, the conversion specification page contains 21 separate documents, each at 
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various stages of revision.175 The spreadsheets generally contain guidelines for the simple 

conversions, while two word documents contain complex instructions for converting data or 

repetitive fields.176 Presumably, this approach has been taken to save time, since MARC fields 

can be repetitive. However, as mentioned in section 4.1, this means that often the 

instructions are simplified to allow one description to be used for several MARC fields, such 

as the multiple title fields. Furthermore, the spreadsheets have fields that point to the more 

complicated word documents, despite the fact that these documents are updated separately. 

An example of this can be seen in the document entitled ‘Process notes’.177 This document, 

which mostly describes the conversion of name and title authorities, has been updated twice 

at July 27. Meanwhile, the spreadsheet document that treats name fields (1XX, 6XX, 7XX etc) 

has not been updated since March and is still in its first draft. As a result, the spreadsheet 

refers to ‘process 1.5’ of the ‘Process notes’ on eight separate occasions,178 yet process 1.5 

does not exist in the ‘Process notes’ document. This means it is impossible to follow the 

conversion of these MARC fields. Again, it is understood that these conversion specifications 

are under development, but the problem is caused by how the LC has chosen to display the 

information. By dividing the MARC fields across so many documents, this means that each 

spreadsheet would need to be checked every time a change is made, otherwise further 

issues will continue to develop. The supplementary spreadsheet demonstrates that all of the 
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data can be compiled into one spreadsheet. While this is a daunting amount of information, 

at least the entire specification can be searched, ordered and viewed at the same time. A 

better option might be for the LC to host these conversion specifications on a Webpage, 

thereby allowing for descriptions to be given in full, while also actually linking to separate 

documents if need be. This is recommended if the LC hopes to allow others to use these 

specifications, even if they are still under development. 

The LC hopes to promote consistent cataloguing based on the merit of its documentation.179 

However, the issue of poor documentation is something that has been touched on at several 

points in this dissertation. Section 2.4 described how Drummond180 found difficulty 

interpreting the Bibframe 1 vocabulary. Sections 3.2 and 3.4 highlighted areas of carelessness 

in the documentation and section 4.1 demonstrated a fault in the Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary. 

On top of this, it is worth considering the reliability of the LC in updating and maintaining this 

documentation. Since the announcement of Bibframe 2.0 in 2015, there has been very little 

information posted on the LC website. A series of ‘Examples and Notes’ were posted in 

March 2016181 which provide a good explanation of some of the key concepts used in 

Bibframe 2.0. Next, a brief overview of the model, published in April 2016, gave a short 

summary of how the Bibframe 2.0 focus had shifted.182 Finally, a webcast was published in 
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September 2016 that explained the reasons behind moving to Bibframe 2.0.183 However, 

since then updates are quietly concentrated on the conversion specifications and the 

vocabulary. The ‘What’s New’ sidebar on the Bibframe homepage lists a forum held in June 

2017 (which links to four presentations with little new value), the updated specifications, and 

the Bibframe 1 pilot from June 2016.184 What this shows is a lack of narrative on the progress 

of Bibframe 2.0, making it difficult for external institutions to follow. It poses a risk for 

potential adopters to begin experimenting on Bibframe 2.0 when it is unclear where the 

model is heading and how much it is likely to change in the future. As Edmunds185 states, 

Bibframe will not become successful just by being the best model, it also needs to be widely 

adopted. This can only happen if the LC is able to convince the library community that it is 

worth committing to Bibframe 2.0. Such a task will be difficult when the updates and 

progress of Bibframe 2.0 remain hidden from the library community. Trust and 

understanding will be better gained through consistent updates and transparency, such as 

with a blog or social media. By keeping the community informed, the LC will have a much 

better chance of convincing other institutions to migrate to Bibframe 2.0, as well as providing 

a more dynamic forum for community feedback. Otherwise, external institutions will have to 

commit to a model that seems to be updated slowly, without warning, and often without 

spellchecking.  
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4.4 Introspection and the Library of Congress 

Finally, this section evaluates the approach taken by the LC to ignore certain MARC fields 

purposefully. The supplementary spreadsheet documents the MARC fields that the LC has 

chosen to ignore by using the term ‘nac’, or No Attempt to Convert. The use of ‘nac’ has been 

qualified in the conversion specifications as for when ‘there is little or no use of an element in 

the LC records’, continuing with ‘others may want to augment the specifications’.186 This 

suggests that the LC does not plan to provide a conversion for these records, as they advise 

other institutions to attempt their own conversions if they believe these fields are necessary. 

There are 152 MARC fields that have not been converted by the LC, without counting 

subfields that have been contracted.187 One example of a field that has been ignored is the 

first indicator of the 541 MARC fields,188 which represents whether the acquisition source 

information is displayed privately or publically. Clearly, information that has been labelled 

‘sensitive or restricted’189 should remain private, especially now that Bibframe records have 

the potential to be linked to across the Web. The fact that the LC still provided a conversion 

for this field is an oversight and an issue that will certainly need to be resolved before the 

final release of Bibframe 2.0. Another example of an ignored field that deserves more 

attention is the MARC 080 field. This fields contains the Universal Decimal Classification 

(UDC) number, a classification scheme used in over 130 countries,190 for which a great 
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number of institutions will use to classify their holdings. Before these libraries can even 

consider adopting Bibframe 2.0, a conversion will need to be made for this field, otherwise 

they risk losing the ability to display the class mark of their bibliographic records online. This 

could be a major factor in whether certain libraries decide to commit to Bibframe 2.0 or not. 

The LC risks alienating a huge number of libraries by ignoring a major aspect of 

bibliographical data, with over 140,000 institutions using UDC in Europe alone.191 This 

demonstrates that the LC is guilty of taking an introspective approach to Bibframe 2.0, 

focusing more on its own benefits rather than on those of the library community as a whole, 

and this could be detrimental to the success of Bibframe 2.0. For external libraries to move 

on from MARC they will need to see evidence that Bibframe 2.0 is the best option for the 

future. Currently, for libraries that use UDC, Bibframe 2.0 is not an option. 

4.5 Summary of Findings 

This chapter has provided harsh criticism of Bibframe 2.0 in the hope that it can be refined 

and improved in the future. The evaluation of the conversion specifications shows that, while 

there is still work to be done to eliminate human error, the conversion process itself works 

well. This supports the conclusion from the first chapter that the Bibframe model seems well 

thought out and functional. However, the LC does need to improve how its dissemination of 

information, as the documentation available is often in the form of a rough draft. With this 

improvement, external libraries will be able to better prepare for the future and, when 

Bibframe is finally released, it is more likely that they will be ready to accept the transition. 
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Furthermore, the LC should take into account the needs of libraries from all over the world, 

rather than just focusing on the MARC fields that it uses. For Bibframe 2.0 to be successful, it 

must be widely adopted, and this can only happen if the needs of all libraries are taken into 

account. Otherwise, if global libraries use inconsistent data models, the potential for 

exploiting information worldwide is vastly diminished. It is recommended that the LC 

establish a blog to keep the library community up to date with the progress of Bibframe 2.0. 

The conversion specifications will need to be displayed in a more versatile format if they are 

to be widely adopted. It is also advised that the LC should focus Bibframe 2.0 globally in an 

attempt to provide a conversion for fields used by external institutions.  
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5. Conclusion 

 

The question that this dissertation set out to answer is this: How has Bibframe 2.0 changed 

from the first iteration of Bibframe and what benefits, if any, does it offer to bibliographic 

description over the previous model? Chapter 2 reviewed the literature describing the 

conception of Bibframe and the issues with the vocabulary and implementation of the first 

iteration. This chapter showed that the vocabulary and model were generally successful. 

However, Drummond found flaws in the complexity of the vocabulary, and the practical tests 

were not of a scale large enough to test the first iteration of Bibframe fully. From this review, 

it was clear that vocabulary complexity and clarity were the main issues affecting the success 

of Bibframe 1. Chapter 3 compared the vocabulary from Bibframe 1 with Bibframe 2.0, using 

the results from the first chapter to focus specifically on the changes to properties and class 

in section 3.2, Authorities in section 3.3 and Item in section 3.5. This chapter concluded that 

Bibframe 2.0 had indeed been simplified and refined. Interestingly, it was the change to the 

representation of ‘type’ from property to class that had the biggest impact on the vocabulary, 

not the change in core classes. This change can be seen as a definite positive, although it 

brought with it a new issue: a heavy reliance on accurate documentation. The flexibility of 

Bibframe 2.0 came with a loss of specificity, something the LC acknowledged. Their response 

to this problem was to replace the specificity lost in the vocabulary with clear and concise 

instructions for cataloguers. Chapter 4 then looked at the vocabulary of Bibframe 2.0 and 

evaluated the conversion specifications provided by the LC. The previous chapter made it 

clear that good documentation was needed for the successful implantation of Bibframe 2.0. 
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Unfortunately, chapter 4 showed that the conversion specifications still need some work, 

with isolated updates causing the separate documents to become disjointed. These mistakes 

should be fixed with future revisions, although the approach of the LC in general to posting 

updates and providing information needs to be reviewed. It has been two years since the 

release of Bibframe 2.0, which should have provided enough time for a more serious 

description of Bibframe and its vocabulary. Finally, it would appear that the scope of the 

current Bibframe 2.0 vocabulary is to enrich the records held at the LC, but it would certainly 

benefit both Bibframe and the library community if the vocabulary was updated to address 

the needs of all MARC records on a more global scale. Overall, Bibframe 2.0 is a definite 

improvement over its predecessor, but it still needs some development. The hard work is 

done, the LC now needs to listen to the needs of the library of community and work with 

other institutions to achieve a new bibliographic standard that can be accepted worldwide.  

In future, studies will need to monitor the documentation provided by the LC for signs of 

improvement. The scope of this dissertation only covered bibliographic records, and a further 

study on audiovisual material would be beneficial. Due to the nature of the bibliographic 

records, the introduction of the Event class was not covered, and this certainly deserves the 

attention of future work. The supplementary spreadsheet will be useful for those wanting to 

assess the conversion specifications, although it could be improved with the addition of more 

Bibframe 1 vocabulary.  
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Appendix 

Supplementary Spreadsheet Format 

Columns A-D: MARC Fields and Subfields 

Columns E-G: Bibframe 1 Vocabulary 

Columns H-J: Bibframe 2.0 Vocabulary 

Column K: Comments provided by the Library of 

Congress 

Column L: Issues in the Conversion Specification 
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Supplementary Spreadsheet Example Page 
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